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It’s a bold move, these days, to start
up another record company, when
cries of doom, falling sales, and
shrinking markets assail us from
every side. Common sense would
suggest that your best bet in such
circumstances would be to identify
a specialist area – the piano, the
Baroque, vocal music – where you
know where you can rely on a
regular audience and to pursue that
line assiduously. 2L, the new label
just founded by Norwegian producer-
engineer Morten Lindberg, will have
nothing to do with that: The aim,
Lindberg says, is to break down
barriers, not erect them; the label
proudly proclaims that it is «free
from the strains of genre.»

«There are many models when you
start building a label,» Lindberg
explains. «You have Naxos at one
end, mainly concerned with building
a repertoire within rather narrow
genres. What we try to focus on is that
you can have a musical experience
and the feeling of a musical mood
independent of what kind of genre
we’re talking about. Let’s take it a
little further back. We started up as
a production company back in 1992,
doing recording and editing for
classical labels, mainly in Norway

but also for Naxos in Sweden. Then
we worked it up and have evolved
the tools that we saw were needed
around production – not only recording
and editing, but also graphic design,
an agency for a cd factory,
presentation, and marketing.

Where did the name come from?
«It’s our company name, Lindberg
Lyd [Lindberg Sound], double L.
Easy enough, and since we use a
digit at the front, we end up at the
top of all the lists! Anyway, we took
a closer look: ok, what do we want
to do? We decided that the frame for
the label should be the craftsmanship
we have the competence for, and
that’s acoustic recording and
acoustic production. We have two
mobile recording rigs and an editing
and mastering studio, and we do not
want to work in a studio environment
but to go out to churches, concert
halls, and do acoustic recordings.
The frames are exactly those; within
them we feel we can do folk music,
acoustic jazz, crossings between
pop and jazz and folk music – and
classical repertoire, of course. We
feel that this label could hold all of
these musical experiences; we don’t
feel the need to tell the listener
what to hear.»

All the products on 2L are the result
of a situation where we had started
to work with musicians on another
project and then evolved a common
sense of what a musical experience
is and what it takes. And then, as
you see on the label, we have also
done a lot of work together with the
composer, as we have with the pieces
of Wolfgang Plagge, where we start
from the bottom, when this is
composed, shaping a product together
with the composer and the musician.
So we have a situation where no
musician is just hired by the hour to
deliver a job. As I said, it’s a kind of
mental hygiene. As a production
company you have a budget: You
have to finish in six sessions, within
thirty or forty hours of editing, and
that’s it. We are not aiming to do
more recordings for 2L per year
than that we can afford to use all
the time needed to reach the result
we think is optimal. And that goes
for the musicians also – they are
into the project with a spirit of
‘We’re coming to do the job and we
don’t leave until it’s done; we’re
not counting hours for the work.’
That’s the philosophy behind 2L.»

COMPANY PROFILE: 2L / LINDBERG LYD

2L, A New Norwegian Label
that aims to bring down barriers.
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Can one find a unifying philosophy
underlying the apparent diversity of
2L’s first releases? «We have no main
philosophy that we are going to do
this or that. Our only concern is
that, when you go into a project,
that specific project is going to con-
tain its own values, without looking
to the whole shape of 2L. The shape
of 2L will then be that the listener
can pick out a 2L recording and
expect a musical experience. That’s
the only criterion; we don’t want to
set any other frames on the label. So
each volume from 2L should be an
individual experience, independent
of the other 2L editions.» I’m still
not convinced that Lindberg’s
stylistic openness won’t create
practical difficulties: Doesn’t he
run the risk of failing to establish
a readily recognised profile for 2L?
His answer is straightforward
enough: «No. Everybody else has
that, and you can identify most
international labels from their
profile. If a company goes off that
track, normally it makes a different
label again. No, we would like the
listener to be surprised by what
he finds. Actually, we’ve had two
independent feedbacks from shops
in Norway. When I spoke to them,

I asked: «What kind of labels do you
bring in?» «Oh, it’s only jazz labels
– and 2L, because that’s a total
experience.»

Assuming that 2L sees much of its
trade coming over the Web, how is
Lindberg going to drive potential
customers towards his site in the
first place? «That’s the challenge!
That’s why we’re putting an ad in
Fanfare magazine. The whole music
industry is turning over enormously,
and has been for the last five years.
We have started a label in the middle
of this upheaval, and that means we
have to explore different channels
for distribution and for marketing.
We don’t have any guarantees for
what will work and what won’t, but
we have the ability to turn around
quite fast, combined with the
patience to see what works. So we
have the possibility of putting quite
a lot of measures into action, to see
what we can do to market this. Of
course, the distribution and the
marketing is our main concern-in
addition to making good products.
Fanfare is the first tool we use in the
American market. As we’re based
on a Web presentation, it’s very easy,
when we come to November and
December and Fanfare magazine hits

the streets, to measure the statistics
of our visitors to the website and the
webshop, and then we’ll have an
immediate feedback on whether this
measure is working or not. One
thing that we have not yet solved
is how to reach the audience that is
not a part of the Web society, and
if you, or anybody you know, or the
readers of Fanfare, have any good
ideas, please come with them – we
are very open. Actually, as a small
label we are very open to a lot of
thoughts on how to reach a genuinely
interested audience with these
products.»

Is Lindberg also open to repertoire
suggestions? «Definitely.» He has a
stable of Norwegian artists at the
moment, but if someone approached
him with a fantastic blue-grass
fiddler from Kentucky, would he be
interested in that? «Yep – because,
as I said, what we are interested in
is a musical experience within an
acoustic world, and there is no limit,
we don’t have any limits.»

Excerpts from Martin Anderson's article
02©02 Fanfare Magazine [US]
Nov/Dec 2002

www.2L.no
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From our experiences we have continuously built our
resources and competence with a clear focus on quali-
ty. After ten years of stabile progress Lindberg Lyd Ltd
is a well-established production company with four
full time employees in the field of recording technique,
music production and graphic design. 

The policy of Lindberg Lyd as has been to work systematically to achieve
State of the Art competence within all the future formats of classical sound
production. At present, Lindberg Lyd as – with its quality label 2l – stands
out as the single serious Norwegian alternative in a changing musical
market. Lindberg Lyd as has developed a highly competitive business model
which favours flexibility in production and distribution. All of the employees
are in possession the utmost in musical, technical and graphic competence. 

Especially the quite extraordinary combination of sound, multimedia and
graphic skills which is to be found in Lindberg Lyd as is unique within the
Nordic countries – and this is exactly what will become the key factor to
future success 

As both artist and consumer always will be looking for modern solutions in
products, a company that can provide the wanted products will always be a
winner. Further, the future classical artist will feel much less bound to musical
genre and traditional technical solutions than the artist of today – in stead
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2L / Lindberg Lyd / Hustad Promotion 
qualitative demands will surge.
Therefore, it will be of the highest
importance to be able to offer musi-
cians as well as consumers a concept
that focuses on musical quality rather
than musical genre. The future
musician [as well as the audience!]
will also be much less conservative in
questions concerning non-traditional
combinations of music and visual art
– in all these fields Lindberg Lyd as
is spear-heading the development.
We have to be prepared to meet any
kind of future development; we must
also prepare to meet professional
opportunities and possibilities of
a sort we cannot foresee today but
most certainly will show up. This is
why Lindberg Lyd as, with its ideal
blend of experience, know how and
visions, is the realistic alternative for
future music production in Norway.
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2l artist management:

Hustad Promotion
features music based on Norwegian
and Sami folklore. The main
emphasis is on musicians who
manage to perform music with a
folkloristic origin by the means of
bringing the music into a modern,
yet timeless, evocative environment.
In 2002, Hustad Promotion brings
out the skills of the groups Flukt,
Vintermåne and the musicians Knut
Kjøk & Dag Gården in cooperation
with the 2L record company.
Furthermore we promote the music
of Transjoik and Ulla Pirttijärvi in
cooperation with the Norwegian
producer Frode Fjellheim.

For more information
www.hustadpromotion.com

2L is the exclusive and registered trade mark
of Lindberg Lyd AS. www.2L.no
Buy the music as digital downloads
www.2L.musiconline.no

Morten Lindberg and Kjetil Hustad represent 2L /
Lindberg Lyd / Hustad Promotion at Womex 2002.

2L / LINDBERG LYD AS

Morten Lindberg
Managing Director 
P.O. Box 56, Bogerud
N-0621 OSLO
Mob: +47 915 38 155
Tel: +47 2262 8110
morten@lindberg.no

Kjetil Hustad
Hustad Promotion
Mob: +47 9019 8902
Fax: +47 850 299 80
mail@hustadpromotion.com
www.2L.no




